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Figural aftereffects in the perception of faces

MICHAELA. WEBSTERand OTTO H. MAcLIN
University ofNevada, Reno, Nevada

We examined figural aftereffects in images of human faces, for which changes in configuration are
highly discriminable. Observers either matched or rated faces before or after viewing distorted images
of faces. Prior adaptation strongly biases face perception by causing the original face to appear dis
torted in a direction opposite to the adapting distortion. Aftereffects transferred across different faces
and were similar for upright or inverted faces, but were weaker when the adapting and test faces had
different orientations (e.g., adapt inverted and test upright). Thus the aftereffects depend on which im
ages are distorted, and not simply on the type of distortion introduced. Wefurther show that the after
effects are asymmetric, for adapting to the original face has little effect on the perception of a distorted
face. This asymmetry suggests that adaptation may play an important normalizing role in face percep
tion. Our results suggest that in normal viewing, figural aftereffects may strongly influence form per
ception and could provide a novel method for probing properties of human face perception.

Visual perception can be strongly affected by changes
in the observer's state of adaptation. Looking at patterns
induces a variety of related aftereffects, including changes
in detection thresholds, in the apparent contrast of supra
threshold stimuli, and in the appearance of stimuli (Web
ster, 1996). In this study, we focus on the changes in per
ceived shape, or figural aftereffects, that result from
adaptation to natural images. Classical examples of fig
ura! aftereffects include changes in apparent size (Kohler
& Wallach, 1944), orientation (Gibson & Radner, 1937),
curvature (Gibson, 1933), and spatial frequency (Blake
more & Sutton, 1969). Analogous aftereffects occur for
perceptual dimensions other than form (e.g., motion af
tereffects, Wohlgemuth, 1911, or changes in perceived
hue following color contrast adaptation, Webster & Mol
Ion, 1994), suggesting that such adjustments are a gen
eral and important feature of sensory coding (Barlow,
1990). Aftereffects are induced with only briefexposures
and can be readily induced with complex, natural images
(Kohler & Wallach, 1944; as, e.g., in the "waterfall illu
sion," Addams, 1834). Yet the patterns of adaptation that
might routinely arise in natural viewing, and how these
adaptational adjustments might influence normal visual
perception, have received little attention. Webster and
Mollon (1997) and Webster and Miyahara (1997) found
large changes in color and spatial sensitivity that result
from adaptation to the color and spatial statistics of nat
ural images, and suggested that these adjustments are an
intrinsic part of the visual response to any image. Here we
examine the implications of these natural sensitivity ad
justments for suprathreshold form perception.
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To examine figural aftereffects for natural images, we
measured the aftereffects that are induced in the appear
ance of images of human faces. We chose faces as stimuli
because, compared with other classes of natural images,
faces appear highly discriminable and easy to identify, so
that observers should be highly sensitive to any changes
induced by adaptation. Further, the capacity for face recog
nition appears to depend strongly on sensitivity to higher
order configural properties of the stimulus (Diamond &
Carey, 1986; Rhodes, 1988; Tanaka & Farah, 1993) rather
than the perception of individual features, and may there
fore reveal properties of form perception that are more
relevant to the perception of complex images.

We also focused on faces as natural stimuli because
they have obvious biological significance and may depend
on distinct (ifnot face-specific) neural mechanisms. Sev
erallines ofevidence suggest that face recognition involves
specialized processes and pathways in the brain. Behav
iorally, face recognition can be strongly disrupted by in
verting the orientation ofthe image (Valentine, 1988; Yin,
1969) or by inverting image contrast (Galper, 1970). Be
cause these manipulations preserve all ofthe information
in the image, such inversion effects demonstrate that rec
ognition does not depend on a generic representation of
spatial information. Mechanisms specific for face cod
ing have also been suggested by demonstrations of"face
selective" responses in neurons in a variety ofareas in the
primate brain (Desimone, 1991; Logothetis & Sheinberg,
1996; Perrett, Mistlin, & Chitty, 1987; Rolls & Baylis,
1986). Finally, localized cortical processing specific for
face coding is suggested both by the clinical deficits of
prosopagnosia (Damasio, 1985; Farah, Wilson, Drain, &
Tanaka, 1995) and by imaging studies (Kanwisher, Me
Dermott, & Chun, 1997; Sergent, Ohta, & MacDonald,
1992). Collectively such results suggest that in human vi
sion a specialized organization exists for face coding,
though the nature of this code remains elusive. The prop-
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erties offigural aftereffects for faces might reflect char
acteristics of this code.

METHOD

Stimuli
We measured how the appearance ofa face is influenced by prior

exposure to a distorted version of the original face. This allowed us
to examine adapting and test stimuli that differed in known and
quantified ways. Face images were taken from the neutral-expression
face set of Matsumoto and Ekman (1988). The images were dis
torted by expanding or contracting the frontal-view image ofthe face
relative to a midpoint on the nose. The distortion was weighted by
a circular Gaussian envelope so that the largest changes were near
the midpoint and so that there were only small changes in the out
line of the head. Images were created by remapping pixel values
from a location within the original image (Xl' y) to a given location
in the new image (Xi' yJ. For X values,

Xl = (I - w)xi + wXc '

where Xc equals the center point

and

W = aexp{ -[(Xi ~ xcl2+ (Yi ~ yY)/20'2},

where 0' = 0.2 times the head width.

The sign of W was changed for pixels to the left or right of center.
Similar equations describe the remapping ofy values. By varying the
amplitude (a) of the distortion (from -I to +I in steps of.04 for most
experiments), we generated large (5 I X 51) arrays of images whose
two dimensions corresponded to varying degrees of contraction or
expansion along the horizontal or vertical axes ofthe image. Figure I
shows an example of the resulting stimulus array. The images show
distortions in steps of 0.5, with the original image at the center.

Procedure
During experiments only a single test image was presented on

the display monitor at any time (for I sec, interleaved with a blank
screen or an adapting image). We used two different tasks to mea
sure the aftereffects.

NulIing Matches
In the first task, subjects learned to recognize the original, undis

torted image and then chose the image from the array that appeared
most like the original, before or after adaptation. Training for the
original face was given at the beginning of each session. After in
specting the target face (for up to several seconds), a random image
from the array was displayed. Subjects then tried to adjust the image
back to the original by using two pairs of buttons to scroll through
the array coordinates defining the image. (That is, each buttonpress
increased or decreased the current X [for one button pair) or y [for
the second button pair) index to the image array, which defined the
next displayed image. Up to several buttonpresses could be made
during the interval between each test image presentation.) Feedback
was given for each match. This training sequence continued until
observers were able to find the original (within a 0.1 distortion) 10
times when a single target face was tested or 5 times each when
multiple target faces were tested (as in Figures 2 and 4). Next, in a
preadapt testing phase, they were again presented a randomly cho
sen image and were instructed to vary the displayed image to try to
find the closest match to the original face, but in this case with no fur
ther feedback or opportunities for reinspecting the original. Finally,
in the adapt phase, this procedure was repeated after viewing (con
tinuously but without specific fixation instructions) a single adapt
ing image presented for 5 rnin, and then for 8-sec intervals interleaved
with each presentation of the test image (with 0.5-sec uniform-gray
screens between the test and adapt images). (Although we did not
formally test the time course of the aftereffects, we observed infor-

mally that the adaptation built up and decayed fairly rapidly, as typ
ical of figural aftereffects. The readaptation intervals were there
fore included to maintain a constant state of adaptation. Preadapt
testing followed an identical timing sequence but with uniform-gray
screens in place of the adapting images.) During a daily session
only a single adapting distortion was tested. Observers made 10
preadapt and 10 postadapt settings for sessions measuring a single
test face, or 5 randomly interleaved settings for each test face in ses
sions with multiple target faces. Observers in this task included the
authors and Subjects A.R. and VR., who were unaware of the spe
cific aims of the experiment.

Normal-Distort Ratings
We verified the pattern of adaptation effects revealed by the

matching task by using an alternative procedure in which observers
were asked to simply rate whether the displayed image appeared
normal or distorted, rather than set a match to a particular face
image. In this case observers received no training or information to
indicate which image from the array was the original. During test
ing, the image displayed was varied by using eight randomly inter
leaved staircases that tracked the ratings along different axes of the
array (at 45° intervals). That is, for each axis a "normal" response
caused the next image for that axis to be more distorted, and a "dis
torted" response caused the next image to be less distorted. The
mean of the normal ratings was estimated by averaging the eight
staircase-reversal points (i.e., the points along each axis at which
"normal" and "distorted" ratings were equally likely). Ratings were
made before or after adapting to a single face image, following the
same timing sequence as in the matching task. For the rating task,
measurements were made for 27 naive observers for the upright
face images. Each observer participated in only a single session and
was tested with a single adapting distortion, with 3 different ob
servers tested for each of nine different adapting images (the orig
inal image or one ofeight distorted images). A further 24 observers
made settings with inverted test or adapt images (again with 3 dif
ferent observers tested for each specific adapting and testing con
dition). All figures plot the settings averaged across observers.

RESULTS

Aftereffects for Distorted Adapting Images
Figure I shows three examples of the measured after

effects for face adaptation. Each shows that adaptation to
a distorted face causes the original face to appear dis
torted in a direction opposite to the adapting distortion.
The measurements reveal this aftereffect indirectly by
showing that the stimuli required to null the aftereffect
are physically distorted in a direction toward the adapting
distortion. For example, after adapting to an expanded
face, the original face appeared too contracted. Thus to
null this perceptual contraction, observers had to choose
a face that was physically expanded.

The left panel of Figure I illustrates this result by show
ing how the face matches were affected by adapting to
the original face or eight different directions of adapting
distortion (unfilled diamonds). In the preadapt phase (or
following adaptation to the original image), the settings
are close to the original image (unfilled circles). How
ever, the nulls are systematically shifted toward each dis
torted adapting image following the adaptation to these
images (filled triangles). Comparable perceptual shifts
occurred in the rating task, as shown in the middle panel
of Figure I. Before adaptation, the mean of the images
rated as normal is close to the original, undistorted image
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Figure l. An example of the face array and aftereffects induced by viewing distorted images in the array, measured by nulling
matches or "normal versus distorted" ratings. Points plotted show the settings before (unfilled circles) and after (filled symbols) adapt
ing to distorted images (with coordinates shown by the unfilled diamonds). Adapting to any direction ofdistortion causes the original
face to appear biased in the opposite direction, and must be nulled by choosing images shifted toward the adapting distortion.

(unfilled circles). Yet the normal ratings after adaptation
(filled triangles) are shifted toward each adapting image,
again indicating that the adaptation caused the original
image to appear distorted in the opposite direction.

Finally, the right panel of Figure I illustrates how the
aftereffects depend on the magnitude of the adapting dis
tortion. The figure plots the nulling matches made be
fore (unfilled symbols) or after (filled symbols) adapting
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to different degrees of contraction or expansion along
the horizontal (x) axis of the images. Again, adaptation
produces systematic shifts in the settings along the adapt
ing (x) axis, with little shift along the second (y) axis of
the array. The results illustrate that aftereffects occur
both for small distortions-that like the original face ap
pear as plausible images of "real" faces under neutral
adaptation-and for distortions so large that they do not
appear as a possible face (though, as our rating results sug
gest, such judgments may depend strongly on the state of
adaptation).

The aftereffects illustrated in Figure I are perceptually
salient and reflect actual shifts in the perception-rather
than simply the memory-of the test image. For exam
ple, whereas in the matching task, subjects were required
to set images according to a remembered target face, in
the rating task they were never informed about the orig
inal face, yet the pattern ofaftereffects was similar. Fur
ther, we observed that different aftereffects could be in
duced simultaneously in the same images presented to two
retinal regions (to either side offixation) that were adapted
to different images, confirming the retinotopic specificity
characteristic of figural aftereffects. (We could not adopt
this stimulus arrangement for measuring the aftereffects
because recognition was sharply degraded for peripher
ally viewed images.)

Adaptation Effects for Different Faces
Aftereffects were similar for different face images, as

confirmed for five different images from the Matsumoto
and Ekman (1988) set (Face A shown in Figure I and
Faces B-E in Figure 2), as well as for a number of other
face images that varied from previously unfamiliar to
highly familiar (e.g., the observer's own face). The after
effects also exhibited strong transfer across adapting and
test stimuli drawn from different faces. For example, Fig
ure 2 shows how adaptation to Face A distortions affected
the matches for Faces B-E. The matches again indicate
that each test face appeared biased in appearance away
from the adapting distortion (filled circles), and in some
cases these biases were as large as for the same-face adap
tation (unfilled triangles). Notably, the measurements do
not show a shift in the matches for other faces after adapt
ing to the original face (filled triangles), a result that could
be related to the asymmetries in adaptation between nor
mal and distorted faces (see below). However,our stimuli
could vary only along the dimensions of our distortions,
and thus might not reveal aftereffects within the (un
known) dimensions along which two normal faces differ.

Effects of Image Orientation
An upside-down face is more difficult to recognize, and

large distortions in inverted faces can often go unnoticed
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Figure 3. Effects of image orientation on the aftereffects. Histograms show the magnitude ofthe shift (toward the adapting
distortion) for upright-adapt/upright test (u/u), inverted-adapt/inverted-test (i/i), inverted-adapt/upright-test (i/u), or upright
adapt/inverted-test (u/I). Left panel shows results from the matching task; right panel shows results from the rating task.

(see, e.g., Thompson, 1980). As noted, this inversion ef
fect suggests that face recognition depends on special
ized perceptual processes. We tested for an inversion ef
fect in face adaptation by comparing the aftereffects when
either the test face or adapt face was upright or inverted.
In the matching task, the adapting images had horizontal
distortions of -I or + I. As shown in Figure 3, the mean
shifts in the nulls were comparable whether both images
were upright or both were inverted, suggesting that there
is not a conventional inversion effect for the figural af
tereffects (i.e., the poorer recognition associated with in
verted images did not result in a weaker figural afteref
fect). On the other hand, aftereffects were substantially
weaker when the adapt and test images had different ori
entations (i.e., adapt inverted and test upright or adapt
upright and test inverted). These differences were as
sessed with a three-way analysis of variance (ANOYA)
(adapt distortion X test orientation X adapt orientation),
which showed significant effects only for adapt distortion
[F(l,23) = 6.3, P < .05] and for the interaction between
test and adapt orientation [F(l,23) = 16.0,p < .001]. The
weaker effect when the adapt and test have different ori
entations suggests that the adaptation is not merely to the
distortion gradient in the image (which is identical for
the upright and inverted faces), but depends instead on
the specific spatial configuration of the images. These ef
fects were again confirmed with the rating task (Figure 3).
In this case, measurements were made for four adapting
distortions (+ 1, + I; + 1, - 1; -1, + 1; or - 1, -1). The
ratings again revealed comparable shifts when the test
and adapt had the same orientation (averaging 0.29 for

both-upright vs. 0.23 for both-inverted), but were clearly
weaker when the orientations differed (0.05 for adapt in
verted and test upright).

Adaptation to Distorted Verus Undistorted Images
As the preceding results show, adaptation to distorted

faces can strongly bias the appearance of undistorted
faces. Yet, conversely, we found that adapting to the orig
inal face has little effect on the appearance of distorted
images. This asymmetry is illustrated in Figure 4. Ob
servers adapted to each of the five images shown in Fig
ure 4 and then set nulling matches for each of the re
maining four images. Adaptation to each distorted image
produced large and comparable shifts away from the adapt
ing image in the appearance ofeach test image (i.e., both
the undistorted and the three other distorted test images),
and thus large nulling shifts in the matches toward each
adapting image. In contrast, adaptation to the undistorted
image (N) induced little aftereffect (middle histogram of
Figure 4). This asymmetry was confirmed by comparing
how much the distorted adapting images shifted the
matches for the undistorted test image (M = 0.24) or
vice versa (M = 0.04; t = 6.2, p < .001).

The asymmetry between distorted and undistorted
adapting images distinguishes face adaptation from the
adaptation aftereffects typical of many stimuli, including
size (Kohler & Wallach, 1944), spatial frequency (Blake
more & Sutton, 1969), auditory frequency (von Bekesy,
1960), or hue (Webster & Mollon, 1994). For such stimuli,
adaptation to any value causes stimuli ofgreater or lesser
value to appear shifted away from the adapting value,
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Figure 4. Asymmetries in the adaptation effects for the undistorted (N) image versus four distorted images (DI-D4, with x or y
distortion amplitudes of ±O.64; shown in the figure). The five sets of histograms plot the shift (toward each adapting distortion)
that adaptation to one of the five images induced in the matches for the remaining four images. Adapting to any of the distorted
images biases the matches of the original and the remaining distorted images, whereas adaptation to the original image (center
histogram) has little effect on the perception ofthe distorted images.

while the adapting stimulus itselfappears unchanged (the
"distance paradox" of figural aftereffects; Kohler &
Wallach, 1944; Osgood & Heyer, 1952; von Bekesy,
1960). Such behavior implies a continuous dimension
along which no value is special. That the figural afteref
fects for faces do not follow this pattern rules out simple
featural properties of the images (e.g., size or absolute
eye separation) as the relevant stimuli for the adaptation.

Instead, the asymmetry suggests that perceptually, the
images in the face array do not form a uniform contin
uum. Some faces (which may include or are similar to
the original faces) have a special status and may repre
sent a neutral point (or neutral range) for the adaptation,
and the pattern ofaftereffects appears to reflect a "renor
malization" ofthis neutral point. Consistent with this, we
observed that during adaptation the distorted adapting
face itself gradually appeared less distorted over time.
This shift was evident in the rating task, for some ob
servers rated even a strongly distorted adapting image as
normal after adaptation, though the same image was far
outside the gamut of images rated as normal before
adaptation.

This renormalization is characteristic ofthe figural af
tereffects for patterns such as tilted (Gibson & Radner,
1937) or curved (Gibson, 1933) lines, which appear less
tilted or less curved with prolonged viewing, and for
which "vertical" or "straight" represents neutral percepts
(though adaptation to orientation and curvature in line
stimuli may exhibit little asymmetry in the aftereffects,
Kohler & Wallach, 1944). The pattern offace aftereffects
is also analogous to the changes in color appearance in
duced by chromatic (von Kries) adaptation. For example,

"white" has a neutral or special status in color space, and
chromatic adaptation alters perceived colors by shifting
the appearance of the adapting color toward this neutral
point, with concomitant shifts in the appearance of all
chromatic stimuli (Webster, 1996). The similarities in the
form ofadaptation for color and faces suggest that similar
coding principles could underlie their representations.

DISCUSSION

To summarize, we have found that adaptation to a dis
torted face induces large 'ehanges in the appearance of
an undistorted face. These aftereffects are induced by
free viewing naturalistic stimuli for only briefperiods of
time. This suggests that in natural viewing, pattern adap
tation may normally exert an important influence on form
perception. Face images offer unique advantages for
studying this influence because observers are so highly
sensitive to their configural properties. In turn, such adap
tation effects may be a prevalent factor affecting the cod
ing and recognition offaces, and could thus be important
for understanding some ofthe properties and dynamics of
face coding.

While strongly affecting face perception, the adapta
tion effects themselves need not reflect processes specific
to face recognition. However, the asymmetries in the af
tereffects between normal and distorted faces suggest
that the properties of adaptation for faces may differ
from the characteristics ofadaptation for other classes of
stimuli (e.g., simple feature dimensions) and could thus
reflect processes that are central to (if not specialized
for) face perception. By measuring aftereffects for images



that capture more accurately the natural patterns ofvari
ation across faces, adaptation could provide a potential
tool for exploring the perceptual dimensions underlying
human face recognition (see, e.g., Atick, Griffin, & Red
lich, 1996).
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